FOLIO Reporting Reference Environment

The LDP project is able to provide a limited number of users in the FOLIO community with access to hosted LDP 1.x and Metadb reporting databases. Contact Nassib Nassar if you would like an account, and please provide your:

- Name
- Email address
- Preferred user name (3-8 characters)
- Static IP address
- Requested databases: LDP 1.x or Metadb or both

The hosted databases are moving to a new server. Below are the connection details for the old system, for reference:

- Database system: PostgreSQL
- Host: glintcore.net
- Port: 5432
- Database name: folio_snapshot (LDP 1.x) or folio_juniper (Metadb)
- SSL: enabled
- SSL mode: require

Please note that the password encryption uses scram-sha-256 and may not be compatible with old database tools or drivers.